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vitals
Contest • it’s summer in
calgary, and we’re celebrating with the ﬁnal weekend
of our make the most of
your summer contest.
for the past four weeks,
we’ve focused on summertime content in our real
life pages, and asked you
to share your best summer
tips and advice.
here’s a great tip from
reader sue washington:
“too hot to cook? how
about naan bread pizza?
take a piece of naan bread
and brush olive oil on one
side. Put the olive oil side
down on the barbecue on
medium heat for two to
three minutes, until toasty
with grill marks. flip it over
and put on your toppings:
pizza sauce, pineapple,
ham, pepperoni, cheese,
whatever you like. then
heat for another three to
four minutes. that’s it. you
now have barbecue pizza.
this is deﬁnitely a favourite
at my house, and it is easy
to bring on a camping trip,
too.”

Dressing up
little wounds
ProduCt • Boo boos
happen.
scraped knees and
elbows, cuts and slivers are
practically a daily occurrence for kids under 10.
with that in mind, elastoplast has two new bandage
styles to dress their injuries
up with style.
the new styles, called ice
age: dawn of the dinosaurs
and junior Knee and elbow,
feature cartoon characters.
while the cartoons certainly won’t help with healing,
they may provide some
distraction from the little
hurts they’re covering.
the bandages come in
boxes of eight, have a suggested retail price of $3.15,
and are widely available in
stores.

Erasing
baby lines
PregnanCy • let’s face
it: stretch marks happen.
they’re impossible to prevent and no product we’ve
found or tested so far has
erased those lines.
with that in mind, when
Bio-oil recently landed on
our desk, we were dubious.
it’s billed as canada’s best
selling scar and stretchmark solution, contains no
preservatives and is hypoallergenic.
we haven’t tested this
new product ourselves and,
to be fair, it doesn’t promise to eliminate stretch
marks. instead, it claims to
improve the appearance of
stretch marks, scars and
uneven skin tone. among
other ingredients, Bio-oil
contains lavender, rosemary
and camomile oils.
is it worth a try? the
suggested retail price is
$12.99 for a 60 ml bottle or
$21.99 for a 125 ml bottle.
we say that it’s unlikely to
hurt — and if it works, we
deﬁnitely want to know.
— compiled by robin
summerﬁeld, calgary herald
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Green

dreamin’
tRip thRouGh euRope
fuels the eco-imaGination

this week: making tracks on the train
neXt week: Bicycle bliss

Photos, emma gilchrist, calgary herald

feeling stir-crazy? on a train you can just wander on down to the bar car, grab a drink and a snack and then watch the view ﬂy by — at 300 km/h.

The green guide

J

emma gilCHrist
calgary herald

enny and Caroline*
were perfectly nice girls.
Glowing young professionals from Chicago, the
pair had signed up for the
same bike tour of Barcelona as my partner and I.
(*Names have been
altered to account for
writer’s travel-induced
forgetfulness.)
But somewhere between
Little Barcelona and
Gaudi’s Sagrada Familia,
the horror of the girls’
mislaid travel plans was
starting to settle in: they
were booked on a 6:25 a.m.
ﬂight to Madrid the next
morning, from an airport
that turned out to be a 75minute bus ride outside of
Barcelona.
Such is the potential
downside of Europe’s
cheap ﬂight culture. It
seems like a great deal
when you’re booking, but
the next thing you know
you’re being trampled by
hundreds of human-cumcattle en route to an unassigned seat on what can
only be described as a bus
that ﬂies. (Make that a city
bus, not a coach.)
While pedalling through
the magical passageways of
Barcelona, the girls had a
slightly less magical revelation: they’d have to get on
a bus at 3:15 a.m. to check
in for their ﬂight on time.
And then, they’d be in Madrid (well, 13 kilometres
away from central Madrid,
to be exact) at 7:45 in the
morning, wanting nothing

High-speed trains tend to produce far fewer carbon emissions than airplanes.

Tips for travelling with a Eurail pass

■ reservations (costing
from $5 to $40) must be
made in advance for many
trains, even if you have
a eurail pass. make your
major reservations before
you leave home — or else
you risk traipsing around
europe trying to ﬁgure out
where and how to make
reservations.
■ to take a hotel train,
you pay a “supplement.”
for a two-bed sleeper

more than a comfortable
bed and a long nap.
I could no longer resist
interjecting. “You know,
the high-speed train to
Madrid only takes three
hours,” I said with as little
smugness in my voice as I
could manage. Then, rendered helpless by my own
enthusiasm, I began extolling the virtues of train
travel: trains run more
frequently, you don’t have
to check in ahead of time,
it’s amazingly comfortable,
you get to see the scenery and you travel from
city centre to city centre,
avoiding airport transfers.
Plus, and this is oddly
satisfying, there’s a screen
at the front of the carriage
telling you how fast you’re
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readers’

cabin, we paid $180 per
person, but it varies. (without a pass, you could pay
double that.) with dining
cars and comfortable beds,
hotel trains can be a convenient choice. Plus, you save
on a night’s accommodation elsewhere.
■ train systems within
each country are generally quite navigable,
but travelling from one
country to the next can

going (up to 300 km/h).
That was more than
enough information for
the girls. They were convinced it deﬁnitely would
have been worth paying a
little more — once you’ve
paid for airport transfers,
probably very little more
— to travel by train. And I
didn’t even have to mention the bar car.
Total travel time by
plane: 4.5 hours. Total
travel time by train: three
hours.
Aside from its myriad
beneﬁts related to convenience and sophistication, travelling by train
also tends to be a far less
carbon-intensive way to
travel. Eurostar journeys
between London, Paris and

get tricky. for instance,
we had to take a bus from
faro, Portugal, to seville,
spain, because the train
networks don’t link up in
the south. and, because
there’s no high-speed rail
link between spain and
france, we opted for the
hotel train.
■ eurostar journeys are
not covered by your eurail
pass, but you do receive a
discounted fare.

Brussels, for instance, generate just 10 per cent of the
carbon emissions of ﬂying.
That was one of the many
reasons that contributed
to our decision to travel
through Europe (from
northern Portugal to London) via train rather than
plane. Along the way, we
explored the high-speed
rail systems in Portugal,
Spain and France, plus a
hotel train from Barcelona
to Paris and the Eurostar
from Paris to London.
Although price can present a barrier to rail travel,
a Eurail pass (raileurope.
ca) can help eliminate
that. We purchased a
three-country pass valid
for ﬁve travel days within
a two-month period at a

cost of $450 each. Perfect.
Sussing out the ﬁne print
of how to use the pass,
however, wasn’t quite
so simple. (See the sidebar for some lessons we
learned the hard way.)
Aside from a few planning-related hiccups,
travelling by train was
transcendent.
We traversed spectacular bridges in Portugal, cut
through mountain ranges
in Spain and travelled from
Paris to Strasbourg (nearly
500 kilometres) in just
over two hours. Indeed,
not once did we become
bored of being on the train.
On a ﬁve-hour journey
from Malaga to Barcelona,
we diverted to the bar car
for a drink, snack and a
view to die for — the perfect way to pass the time.
Upon my return to Calgary, I found myself driving the QEII to Edmonton
on the very day the Herald
ran a front-page story
detailing a meeting of provincial and federal Tories
to discuss the feasibility of
a high-speed rail link between the two cities.
As I drove listlessly up
the undeniably boring
300-kilometre stretch, I
wished with all my might
for a high-speed rail link to
come to life after some 35
years on the table. It didn’t.
For now, the province
says the proposed line will
take the back seat to expanding both cities’ lightrail transit systems, among
many, many other things.
Alas, Alberta is not Europe. There are plenty of
challenges to the success
of high-speed rail in a less
populated, more car-centric region — but there are
also plenty of opportunities for a visionary change
of direction.
And a girl can dream,
can’t she?
egilchrist@

theherald.canwest.com
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to ww
www.calgaryherald.com/readerschoice and vote in the annual
Calgary Herald Readers’ Choice poll. You will be eligible to win
a home-theatre entertainment system valued at $4,000!
There are also great secondary prizes to be won, so go online and vote today!
www.calgaryherald.com/readerschoice
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